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Dear editor,

In recent years, given the importance of depth information

for human vision and the popularity of depth sensing, vi-

sual salient object detection (SOD) from RGB-D (color and

depth) images has attracted much attention [1–3]. Most

SOD methods use multimodal visual models to process

stereo images and obtain complementary cues by various fu-

sion methods to predict saliency maps, especially when deal-

ing with complex scenes such as those having similar fore-

ground and background. Although RGB-D SOD methods

are more effective in practice than their RGB counterparts,

two main limitations remain to be addressed for the segmen-

tation of complex scenes toward more accurate SOD [4–6].

(1) Most methods focus on the extraction of salient regions

using complete decoding but lack a multilevel deep network

structure. (2) SOD focuses on areas of human interest and

background information is equally important. To obtain re-

sults that resemble the ground truth, the longitudinal depth

utilization of background and foreground information should

be improved.

To address the abovementioned challenges, we propose a

remaking learning lightweight framework (RLLNet) to mine

hidden cues in previously generated saliency maps.

Method. The overall structure of the proposed RLLNet is

shown in Figure 1. RLLNet comprises two end-to-end net-

works. Its hierarchical cross-modal principal network com-

prises the global feature extraction module (PFEM) and

cross-modal interaction gate module (CIGM) to generate

initial background prediction images; then, the lightweight

remaking learning network composed by the global dual-

attention mechanism module (GDAM) and the refinement

learning module (RLM) is used to produce accurate saliency

maps. We also analyze the advantages of the adopted learn-

ing approach and network supervision.

The hierarchical cross-modal principal network (includ-

ing PFEM and CIGM) uses the relatively simple Mo-

bileNetV3 [7] as the basic network. We remove the last pool-

ing layer of MobileNetV3 to better fit our visual task. The

host network is responsible for generating the initial signif-

icance prediction graph and transferring the decoded infor-

mation to the lightweight network. It guides the next layer

of information step by step through cross-modal interactive

learning combining RGB information and depth information

and then generates the initial saliency prediction map with

background information using the background truth.

The proposed lightweight remaking learning network is

based on the MobileNetV3 architecture [7]. First, we com-

press the channel. Given the features of the proposed regen-

erative network, we adopt the parametric ReLU activation.

To use comparative features with the previous network, we

replace the average pooling layer of MobileNetV3 with a

maximum pooling layer. Finally, we propose a lightweight

remaking learning network, which efficiently leverages back-

ground, depth, and saliency maps for RGB-D SOD. Instead

of enhancing initial saliency maps, we use these maps as

input and combine them with prior information from the

GDAM to remake learning. The final saliency map is ob-

tained from the weighted sum of the previous results.

As shown in Figure 1, we use the dichotomous cross-

entropy to supervise the hierarchical cross-modal principal

network and the lightweight network. First, in the output

of the hierarchical integration principal network, we use the

reversed ground truth for supervision. Specifically, we use

deep multilayer supervision over the entire lightweight net-

work decoding branch, which maintains the feature extrac-

tion from the previous background outcome of the principal

network. Second, the output of the lightweight network is

processed as a multiple branching channel stack, and second-

level supervision is performed to filter redundant informa-

tion and reduce the excessive corrections in the lightweight

network by using a simple door structure. Finally, we im-

plement the lightweight process in the network output with

the predicted results and the principal network output with

background information obtained from the inversion. By

weighted sum, we achieve remaking learning to generate the

final saliency map. The total loss for learning can be written

as

lfg = ls1 + ls2 + ls3 + ls4 + ls5 + ls6, (1)
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Figure 1 (Color online) Overall structure of RLLNet.

lfinal = λ1lbg + λ2lfg, (2)

where ls1, ls2, . . . , ls6 regularize the output of the remaking

learning branch and lfinal represents the final saliency map.

Experiments and results. We compared RLLNet with 14

state-of-the-art methods [8,9]. Because of space limitations,

the detailed results are presented in Appendix C.

Conclusion. We developed a lightweight learning frame-

work for efficient RGB-D SOD. First, a hierarchical cross-

modal principal network extracts complementary depth fea-

tures by learning multiscale refinement features. RGB and

depth features are alternately input into the CIGM for

gradual refinement. A cross-modal interaction strategy can

prevent mutual degradation between RGB and depth fea-

tures and achieve preliminary background noise interference.

Then, the GDAM receives prior cues and imports them into

a lightweight network that initializes weights. Finally, the

saliency map is predicted by the weighted addition of the

initial saliency map of the reversed background. Its perfor-

mance on eight benchmark datasets demonstrates the effec-

tiveness and superiority of the proposed RLLNet in terms

of efficiency and robustness.
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